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IMr. Robert D. Martin

Regional Administrator, Region IV gg
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission h;
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000 ,jQ p
Arlington, TX 76011 j
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Dear Mr. Martin:

Subject: Waterford 3 SES
Docket No. 50-382
Response to Emergency Preparedness Appraisal
Item 382/83-08-62

Reference: W3P83-4210 from K.W. Cook to E. Johnson, dated 12/28/83

In the above referenced letter, LP&L responded to Emergency Preparedness
Appraisal Item 382/83-08-62 in the following manner:

"The original in-plant paging system was designed to account for high
noise areas within the plant. The system will be reviewed for
possible modifications resulting from equipment changes within the
plant. Actual noise levels will be measured during 5% power
operation. Following evaluation of this data the PA system will be
expanded or supplemented by strobe lights to ensure emergency messages
can be transmitted to all areas within the plant."

At this time LP&L would like to clarify the last sentence in the above
response by restating it in the following manner:

"Following evaluation of this data the PA system will be expanded or
supplemented by visual enhancements to ensure emergency messages can
be transmitted to all areas within the plant."

This will allow LP&L the flexibility to use high-intensity strobe lights,
rotating beacons or other visual aides to enhance the PA system, depending
on a particular set of circumstances.
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Mr. Eric Johnson
W3P85-0392
Page 2

-If you'have any questions, please contact Mr. G.E. Wuller at

(504)~464-3499.

Yours very truly,

/ 8

K.W. Cook
Nuclear Support & Licensing Manager

KWC:GEW:sms

cc: W.M. Stevenson, E.L. Blake, B. Churchill, E. Johnson, G.L. Constable


